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FUTURE OF THE~REFRIGERATION CYCLE WITH EXPANDER 
Zhang, Huajun Yu, Bingfeng 
lecturer Associate professor 
Dept. of Power Machinery Engineering _ 
Xian Jiaotong University, X ian, Shaanxi,_ P:R.of China 
ABSTRACT 
The refrigeration cycle with the thro~tling device has moe work power consumption and less 
refrigeration capacity than tha~ with the expander. It is S':Jggested that substituting the expander for 
the throttling device in the refrigeration cycle should be the efficient way for saving the energy of 
the refrigeration system. Up to now, the design and ~anufacturing of the two-phase expander 
seems to be possible technically. In this paper, P •• P,., p,, Po for t~ese two theoretical refrigeration 












Condensing temperature, K 
Evaporating temperature, K 
Pressure, bar 
Specific enthalpy, KJ /Kg • 
Refrigeration capacity.per unit mass, KJ /Kg 
Work ·power consumption of the cycle, KJ / Kg 
compression work per unit mass, KJ / Kg 
Expansion work per unit mass, KJ / Kg 
Refrigeration coefficient 
Mass flow rate of the cycle, Kg I h 
Refrigeration capacity per unit mass ratio 
Work power consumption ratio of the cycle 
Refrigeration coefficient ratio 
Mass flow rate ratio 
Thermodynamic perfect degree 
INTRODUCTION 
Now refrigeration cycles with throttling components are widely used in refrigeration systems. 
Compared with refrigeration cycles with expanders, refrigeration cycles with throttling devices have 
more power con"sumption, smaller refrigeration capacity and lower efficiency. It is necessary to in-
vestigate and develop refrigeration cycles with ~iql.\id,cxpanders. 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO KiNDS 
OF THEORETICAL REFRIGERATION CYCLES 
As shown in Fig.!, the refrigeration cycle usually used is 1-2-3-4-5-1. If substituting 
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expanders for throttling components, new refrigeration cyelc is 1-2-3-4-6-1. Compared to thes
e 
two kinds of theoretical cycles, we can find; 
for the refrigeration cycle with. expander: 
Qo""Q'o+Aq'o=h1-h6 
w-= w.-wP = (h1-h;}-(h.-h6) 
where w• = h2-h 1, wp = h.-h, 
for the refrig~ration cycle with the throttling component: 
q'0=h 1-h5 
w'""w•=h1-h1 
If the throttling component replaces the expander, two sorts of losses are created; 
I. efficient refrigeration capacity is decreased through throttling devices, q0 is decreased by Aq
1
0, 
the area slkbl in Fig.l(a), Aq'•"' h5-h6• 
2. the useful work of the expander is lost. w0(i.e. h.-h,), expressed by area s .. 76 _in Fig. I (a), is the 
extra work power consumption for the cycle. Since h.~ h 5, S~oobl = s .. ,.. Aq'• = w 0• 
Comparing the refrigeration coeffidcnts of these two cycles, then: 
for the refrigeration cycle with the expander: 
. (q~ +Aq~) 
(w.-w,) 
for the refrigeration cycle with the throttling component: 
q~ (h,- h,) 
e'=-=---
w, (h, -hi) 
It is obvious that e>s'. So it has some ·advantages to apply the expa11der to the refrigeratio!l 
system. 
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES OF THESE TWO 
THEORETICAL REFRIGERATION CYCLES 
Under the same T .,, T 0, suctio!l state of the compressor, a11d the state before throttlin
g (or ex· 
pandi11g), comparison of _performances of these two cycles can be expressed by four ratio as 
follows: · 
w 
P .. =;; 
[(h 2 - h I) - (h • - h 6 )] 
(h,- hi) 
{1 = ~ = (hI -h.) I [(h 2 -hI)- (h. - h ') J. 
. • t (hi -h,) (h,-h,J 
G Q0 /q 0 q~ h 1 -h 5 Pa=(Ji=Q.Iq~ =q;.=h 1 -h,· 
Then we analysis the varying tendency of these four ratio; 
1. P. 
h, -h, h, -h, p =--:1+--
• hl-h, hl-h,_ 
We can see 
(1) P0 > I 
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(2} As shown in Fig.2, when TIt is constant, Po will decrease with the increasing T0 , Po will increase with the decreasing T •. 
(3) When T0 i$ constant,· if T K increases, these two· -iSentropic lines through 4 -and 4' 
respectively arc approximately parallel when the- variation ofT K is small, P0 will increase. When TK deereascs, p~ will decrease a~ording to the-~ame·rcason as stated above, as 
shown in Fig.3. · 
(4} When both TK-_ and T. are constant, and the dryness-at-state4~changes, as shown in Fig.4. If the variation of the dryness is not considerable, -these two· isentropic lines through 
4 and 4' respectively are approximately_parallel,)w.wev~r,jl0 _;. P'0 . as Jhe _dryness increases. (S) If the subcooled ii"quid state 4 varies toward state 7; as shown in Fig.S, Po will decrease, 
according to the same idea given above. 
2.P., 
h. -h. p ,]---~ h, -h, 
It is seen 
(I) P.,<l 
(2) When T K is constant, as shown in Fig.2, table I shows that P., will increase as T0 in-creases and P., will decrease as T 0 decreases. (3) If we remain T 0 constant, as shown in Fig.3, it is known that P., will decrease as T K in-
creases and P. 'will increase as T x decreases from table 2. 
(4) As remaining T0 -and Tx constant-and varying the dryness at state 4, as shown in Fig.4, 
the relative value of the cycle's power cOnsumption does not approximately change when 
state 4 is in two-phase region. 
(5) When T 0 and T K arc constant, and state 4 is in subcoolcd region, as shown in Fig.S. If 
the subcooling temperature is small, these two isentropic .lines through 4 and 4' 
respectively are approximately, parall,el, as the: subcooling temperature increases, P.,also in-
creases, namely P'.,>P.,. 
3. P. 
• q 0 1w q0 lq1 · In view of p =- = -,-- = -- = p I P 
• i q 
0 
1 w' w I w' • • 
then, P,> I. P, will increase as (TK-T0 ) and the dryness increase, and decrease as the subcooling degree increases. 
4.Po 
• I p G = q. I q 0 = pq 
thus, Po< I. Po will decrease as (TK-T0 ) and the dryness increase, and increase as the subcooling degree increases. Hence, if the refrigeration capacity arc the same, cycle's mass flow rate can be 
considerably reduced. 
By calculating one-stage theoretical refrigeration cycles with R717, Rl2, R22 and R502, we 
obtain the variation of Pq• p.,; P .. Po in the form of pcreen(!lge tJ.P~ o/o, !J.P.,%, i'J.P,%, i'J.P0 %. From 
Tabl; I. the variation of P~. P.,. P .. Pa· 




t.P.% t.p.,% t.P,"'o Mia% t.P. o/o t.P.,% t.p,% APa% 
R502 3.74 ·-3.51 10.95 -3.3 7.53 -2.88 18.37 -5.
56 
R12 2.66 -3.15 7.93 -2.44 4.69 -2.75 11.4 
-3.86 
R22 2.32. -2.4 6.23 -2.14 3.97 -1.88 8.47 
-3.32 
R717 1.29 -1.34 3.04 -1.24 1.9 -0.98 3.44 
-1.74 
Table 2. ·the variation of P •• P.,, P., Po 
(T 0 = 258.16K and 243.16K, T"' increases from 303.16K to 323.
16K) 
Refrigerant 
T 0 ,.258.16K. T0 =
243.16K 
t.P.'Yo t.p.,% t.P, "!. t.Po% t.P.% Mw% t.P,% APa% 
R502 7.96 -10.4 31.17 -6.76 11.75 -9.77 38.59 
-9.02 
Rl2 4.72 -7.44 17.75 -4.24 6.75 -7.04 
2].22 -5.66 
R22 4.43 -6.85 16.02 -4 6.08 -6.33 
18.26 -5.18 
R717 1.92 -2.91 5.74 -1.83 2.53 -2.55 
6.14 ·-2.33 
table I and 2, it is found that calculation results completely accord with the ana
lysis, above. Howev-
er, as T" increases or T0 decreases, i.e. the expanding ratio increases, the
 variation of P0, P .. , P,. 
Pa are different if refrigerants are .different, R502 is the most favourable, the next is R J 2 or 
R22, 
R717 is the most inferior. 
COMPARISON OF THERMODYNAMIC PERFECT DEGREE 
BETWEEN THESE TWO CYCLES 
As shown in Fig. I, the thermodynamic perfect degree of the cycle with the th
rottling compo-
nent 'le-r is 




the thermodynamic perfect degree of the cycle with the expander 'l,~is 
h 1 -h, T"-T ~-....,.-.:,-.......,..:~__.,..._, X ---• 
, ,, [(h l - h I) - (h. - h')] T. 
thus, 11,0 > 1'1oT· By comparing these tw
o cycles, the increasing ratio of the thermpdynamic perfect 
degree P. is 
p = '1,,- ll,r 
, '~.:r 
Table 3, 4, 5 list 'len "•• and P •. respectively when refrigerants is R 7"17, R 12, R22, RS02,
 and 
T0 = 258.16k, T.=243.16K and TK =303.1
6K, TK:=323.16K. From table 3 to 5, it is drawn: 
(I) The larger the (TK.-T0), the more noticeable affect the performance of the cycle us
ing the 
expander_. 
(2) "•• already approached I using R12·and R502, namely, ·approached t of Carnot cycle. So 
it is significant to substitute expanders for throttling components. 
(3) The advantage using the cycle with eJtpandcrs is different for different refrigerants, the 
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Table 3. . 'leT and 11., (T 0 .., 258:16K) 
Form of cycle TK 'leT Or 'leo R717 R22 Rl2 R502 
Throttling 303.16K 0.823 0.813 0.820 0.758 
cycle 'leT ··-323.16K 0.755 0.709 0.715 0.612 
Expanding 303.16K 0.908 0.976 0.996 0.995 
'lcp --cycle 323.16K 0.876 0.965 0.995 0.993 
Table 4. 'loT and '1., (T. = 243.16K) 
Form of cycle TK 'leT or 'lop R717 R22 Rl2 R,502 
Throttling 303.16K 0.766 0.763 0.767 0.698 
cycle 323.16K 'leT 0.703 0.659 0.658 0.548 
Expanding 303.16K 'rt~ ,0.868 0.964 0.992 0.993 cycle 323.16K 0.839 0.953 0.991 0.990 
Table 5. P, 
TKIT. P,,R717 P,,R2l P,,RI2 P~,Rsoz 
303.16K / 258.16K 10.33 20.04 21.46 31.27 
323.16KI 258.16K 16.03 36.11 39.16 62.25 __ ... 
-·~--··-
-·------303.16K /243.16K 13.32 26.34 29.34 42.26 
323.16KI 243.16K. 19.35 44.61 50.61 80.66 
most favourable is R502, the next is R12 or R22, the inferior is R 717. 
PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 
, 1. w0 is much smaller than wk, table 61ists respectively Wx: and w0 of R717, R12, R22 and R502, when T.=258.16K, T.-=243.16K and T x:~303.16K, T K =323.16K. 
Table 6. wk and w,' (KJ I Kg) 
TKIT.- WK,k717 wp,R117 WK,R22 wo.R22 WJC.,RU WP,Rl2 WK,RlOZ WP,RlOZ 
P03.16KI 258.16K 232.551 18.117 34.941 4.953 24.747 3.725 24.013 4.866 
/323.16KI 258.16K 334.791 35.823 48.388 10.175 33.839 7.61 32.429 9.942 
/303.16K I 243.16K 341.199 31.102 50.596 8.388 35.268 6.418 34.433 8.185 
P23.16KI 243.16K 460.826 53.841 64.833 14.852 44.618 11.26 43.109 14.458 
2. There arc some difficulties in the expanding process. For example, com)!lonents of the ex. 
pander is especially small and friction loss is large, there are also some problems in lubrication. 
3. Compared to throttling components, expanders arc difficult to manufacture and much ex. 
J6l 
pensive. However, since the price of energy source is increasing and the absolute va
lue of w0 is 
large when-the mass flow rate of the system is large, -using the expander is feasible. 
Up to now, the design and man~facturing of the two-phase expander seeins to be feasible 
technically. There are tow-phase turbine expander products, and screw expanders are 
being tested. 
In the near future, the expander will replace the throttling component in some 
range of the 
refrigeration capacity. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I. The refrigeration cycle with the expander have_ more refrigeration capacity, Jess pow
er con-
sumption and larger COP value. So substituting expanders for throttling componets is
 a ef. 
ficient way to save energy in refrigeration systems. 
2. Comparison of these tw~ kinds of cycles has shown, under the same worklng ·conditions, 
· {10 > 1, P, > 1, P.< 1, {10 < 1, and {10 and {J, increase as (T K-T .)
 and the ·dryness increase, 
and decrease as subcooling temperatures increase. P., and Po decrease as (T K-T0) in-
creases, and increase as subcooling temperatures increase, P., basically holds constant as 
the dryness varies, and Po decreases as the dryness increases. 
3. The effect is different using different refrigerants in cycle with expander, the most 
favoura. 
ble is R502, the next is RJ2 or R22, the inferior is R717. 
4. The"'" is approaching to I using Rl2 and R502, namely ~pproaching toe of Carnot cycle. 
So it is significant to use expanders. 
5. It is technically feasible to design and manufacture two-phase expanders. So expanders wil
l 
replace throttling devices in some range of the refrigeration capacity. 
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Fig. I One-stage Vapour Refrigeration Cycle. 
lr 
Fig.2 The lg p-h Diagram of the 
Cycle by T0Varying. 
Fig.4 
lr 
-The jg p-h Diagram of the 





Fig.3 The lg p~h Diagram 
of the Cycle by T "Varying. 
s 
The T~S Diagram of the Cycle 
by the Subcooling Temperature Varying. 
